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Disparities in COVID-19 Illness
Conditions in the places where people live, learn, work, play, and worship affect a wide
range of health risks and outcomes, such as COVID-19 infection, severe illness, and death.
These conditions are known as social determinants of health. Long-standing systemic
health and social inequities have put many people from racial and ethnic minority groups
at increased risk of getting sick from COVID-19.

Cases by race and ethnicity
The highest percent of COVID-19 cases are among non-Hispanic White people. However,
racial and ethnic minority groups are disproportionately represented among COVID-19
cases. The percent of cases for racial and ethnic minority groups are higher than the
percent of these populations within the total U.S. population. Comparing the percent of
cases and the percent of the total U.S. population by race and ethnicity provides an
indication of disparities. This comparison is not exact because not all geographic areas
report COVID-19 case data by race and ethnicity. Non-Hispanic White people represent a
majority of the U.S. population (60%), followed by Hispanic or Latino people (18%), non-
Hispanic Black people (12%), non-Hispanic Asian people (6%), non-Hispanic people who
identify with more than one race (3%), American Indian or Alaska Native people (1%), and
Native Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander people (less than 1%). Among people aged less
than 50 years, and notably among children aged less than 18 years, a noticeably higher
percent of COVID-19 cases are among Hispanic or Latino people compared with the
percent of the total U.S. population. Hispanic or Latino children represent 25% of the U.S.
population aged less than 18 years.

In the graph below, select an age group from drop-down menu to see the how the
distribution of cases varies by racial and ethnic group overall, as well as for specific age
groups. These data represent only the geographic areas that report data on race and
ethnicity. Every geographic area has a different racial and ethnic composition, so these
data are not generalizable to the entire U.S. population. Percentages displayed in the
charts below represent the percent of cases for which race and ethnicity are known.
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Cases by Race/Ethnicity:

Data from 11,393,546 cases. Race/Ethnicity
was available for 5,812,478 (51%) cases.
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Data sourceData source: National COVID-19 Case Surveillance.

https://www.cdc.gov/covid-data-tracker/#demographics


Proportion of people tested for SARS-CoV-2
(COVID-19) who had a positive test result
Recent studies have consistently found that among those tested for COVID-19, non-
Hispanic Black, Hispanic or Latino, and people who identify with more than one race and
are non-Hispanic were more likely to have positive test results as compared with non-
Hispanic White or non-Hispanic Asian people. Comparing percent of COVID-19 test results
that were positive (percent positive) among racial and ethnic populations can be helpful
for understanding the spread of COVID-19 in the community. It is important to continue to
monitor access, testing, and results to understand trends in transmission and groups that
may be disproportionately affected by COVID-19. It is important to understand why
people are getting tested and to recognize if reasons change over time or are different for
particular groups. For example, people who have easier access to testing may be more
likely to get tested sooner after onset of symptoms or known exposure or more often.
People who do not have easy access to testing may wait until they are sicker before
getting tested.

Technical Notes "



Notes:Notes: Percent positive is defined as the proportion of those tested who had a positive
test result. Studies reporting data on percent positive included people of all ages. These
studies analyzed race and ethnicity differently; three studies analyzed the variables
separately (racial categories could be Hispanic or Latino or non-Hispanic), and two studies
analyzed the variables in a single variable (racial categories were non-Hispanic). Data were
inadequate to assess potential differences in percent COVID-19 test positivity among
American Indian and Alaska Native people, Native Hawaiian and other Pacific Islander
people, and people who identify with more than one race; these people would be
included together in the “other race” category in the study results. Studies were identified
through a search of the peer-reviewed publications from January 1, 2020 through August
5, 2020.

To stop the spread of COVID-19, we need to work together to address inequities in the
social determinants of health that affect risk for exposure to COVID-19 for racial and
ethnic minority groups. Learn more about what we can do to move towards health equity.

Race or Ethnicity GroupRace or Ethnicity Group Percent Test PositivePercent Test Positive
Median [Range]Median [Range]

# of Studies Reporting# of Studies Reporting

Asian 7.2% [0–8.7%] 3

Black 13.8% [6.8–24.3%] 4

Hispanic or Latino 11.9% [6.8–42.6%] 4

Other race 13.5% [4.0–21.7%] 4

White 7.0% [1.7–8.8%] 4

3,4,5

3,4,5,6

3,4,5,6

3,4,5,6

3,4,5,6
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CDC Resources
COVID Data Tracker

COVID Data Tracker – Correctional Facilities

COVIDView: A Weekly Surveillance Summary of U.S. COVID-19 Activity

Other Resources
The COVID Tracking Project’s The COVID Racial Data Tracker

Emory University’s COVID-19 Health Equity Interactive Dashboard

National Health Care for the Homeless Council’s COVID-19 Dashboard
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